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FRAMEWORK OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review outlines the current state of the art knowledge in relation to the influence of diversity, attractiveness of the engineering profession and the skills and competencies required of engineers to achieve the SDGs. We aim to answer the overall research question:

How do engineering educators develop new learning and teaching approaches (methods) that will attract a diverse group of students (and mature learners) whilst achieving the SDGs in 2030?

The main objective of the A-STEP 2030 project is to create an attractive and fascinating learning environment to encourage young people with diverse backgrounds to engage in engineering studies and the profession as a whole. The aim of this project is threefold:

• In Activity 1, we would like to determine the future roles and skills requirements of engineers to enhance the sustainable development of our society. For this reason, we ask the questions:
  • What are the skills and competencies that engineers need to resolve the SDGs?
  • What are the future professional roles of engineers in relation to the global issues facing our society?

• In Activity 2, we investigate the intrinsic values and motivations of young people, students and adult learners in order to determine how this influences their future career choices and to use this knowledge to make a career in engineering more attractive to all. We propose several research questions:
  • What are their preferences in making their future career choices?
  • What are the values and motivations influencing their decisions?
  • How do they perceive the engineering profession and their ideal future employer?
  • Where are the gaps between their expectations and the needs of the future engineering profession?

• In Activity 3, our objective is to develop new and innovative teaching and learning practices to encourage our diverse population to engage in engineering studies and the profession as a whole. To do this, we examine:
  • Is there a relationship between sustainable development and diversity?
  • How to encourage a diverse population to engage in engineering studies and the profession? How to optimise diversity?

For our literature review study, we applied a traditional literature review method by collecting articles related to the following five topics in line with our Activities:
  - Sustainable development,
  - Sustainability and diversity,
  - The Role of Engineers in achieving the SDGs,
  - Attractiveness of Engineering Education and
  - Future skills and competencies in relation to sustainable development.

We searched relatively recent (in the last 15 years) peer reviewed scientific journal articles, conference papers, scientific books and reports. For our search, we used available scientific journal databases (e.g.: Science Direct, ERIC), library catalogues and subject specific websites (e.g.: EE publications on the SEFI website).
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Introduction

What will the engineer of tomorrow look like? How will this engineer go about his or her work? How will they understand their relationship to society? What skills will they need, and what world will they create?

The following pages modestly aim to shed some light on these questions. Today is a crucial period in the history of engineering education, even in human history altogether. After centuries in which human development seemed rather easy, the dawn of the period that some scholars have described as the Anthropocene, the era of man, has brought to light a myriad of new challenges. Global warming, rampant pollution of the oceans and the air, cancer clusters due to inadequate disposal of industrial waste, and a menacing loss of biodiversity known as the sixth mass-extinction event—among many other concerns—threaten to undo much of the progress that humankind has made over the past centuries and have sharpened the distance between those living in the wealthiest parts of the world and the rest. These problems, many of which are produced by technology, must also be resolved by technologists—and that is basically to say by tomorrow’s engineers. Yet the emergence of these very problems has made clear the very seriousness of the challenge confronting the engineer of the future. No longer can they imagine themselves as merely producing and implementing new technologies. They will need to understand the impacts of their innovations on the environment, and more than this, upon the society more generally. In response to the current civilizational crisis prompted by a growing awareness of the unsustainability of our current society, the United Nations has issued a list of seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), internationally accorded upon objectives to guide humankind towards a brighter future. If everyone everywhere ought to feel themselves concerned by the SDGs, the fact that development itself has arguably been technological phenomenon (with developmental differences between nations largely overlapping with their degrees of technological development) makes the accomplishment of the sustainable development goals a task of special relevance to engineers.

The purpose of this document is to offer an overview of current ideas and practices regarding the future of engineering education as seen from the viewpoint of sustainable development, with the aim of preparing the next generation of engineers to meet and exceed the SDGs.

The following pages provide an overview of the question of sustainable development with a specific focus upon its relevance to the work of the engineer. They also consider how diversity bears on the challenge of engineering for sustainable development, arguing that diversity is not a problem for development, but, if properly harnessed, an opportunity. In order to make good on this opportunity, however, engineering education needs to attract diverse talents into engineering schools, as well as to adapt the culture of engineering itself in the name of fostering greater inclusivity. The literature review thus transitions into a discussion of the current state of the art regarding the attractiveness of engineering and engineering education. In a final section, the text turns to the concrete changes to the curriculum that are required to prepare the next generation of students to meet the challenges of sustainable development. Assuming that the specific knowledge bases required to attain sustainability will be both domain-specific and evolving, this report focuses on a transversal and skills-based viewpoint in its review of current
practices. It concludes by making some recommendations for skills sets and competences that ought to be further integrated into engineering education.

Chapter 1 - Sustainable Development

It has been argued that sustainability and sustainable development are concepts that are difficult to define, even that they “mean all things to all people” (Norton, 2010). As other observers have noted (Bibri and Krogsli, 2016) the nature and meaning of the concept of sustainability and sustainable development have been hotly debated. A definition that is frequently quoted and held as affirmative (eg. Portney 2015) comes from the World Commission on Environment and Development, which defines sustainable development as development that: “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED 1987: 39). That said, a large number of authors chose to define sustainability with respect to its contraries; emphasizing that despite a lack of clarity with respect to what sustainability is, it is clear enough what it is not: collapse and overshoot, development that oversteps the boundaries and limits that make possible the future of life (Meadows et al, 2012; Goodall 2012; Diamond 2011; Steffen 2015). As Elena Giovannoni and Giacomo Fabietti (2013) have noted, there has been a general shift in the discourses around sustainability from the 1970’s to the present: earlier conceptions of sustainability were mostly derived from Malthusian ideas regarding carrying capacity (Portney 2015), while more recent conceptions focus more strongly on holistic conceptions of social and economic development, operating within what has been called the “three pillars” framework. The “three pillars model” of sustainable development (also called the three circles model (Lozano 2008) or the Triple Bottom Line (Elkington, 1997)) understands sustainable development as balancing the environmental, the social, and the economic. In some contexts (for example with respect to sustainable cities and communities) authors (ex. Sachs 2015, Cohen 2018) add a fourth pillar, governance, or a fifth pillar, culture. As is to be expected, there are a variety of interpretations of the meaning of each of these terms as well as varying accounts of their adequate prioritization (or whether there is one) (Alhaddi 2015).

It is generally agreed upon that attaining sustainability involves systems-theoretical and holistic thinking (Sachs 2015, Portney 2015). This thinking is both future-oriented and highly interdisciplinary (Costanza, 2007). Evidently dealing with such complexity always involves trade-offs, as Gray (2010) has noted. Different accounts of what counts as an adequate trade off, and so an legitimate pursuit of sustainable development, have led some to argue that there are really two sustainability paradigms: the so-called “strong” and “weak” paradigms, with the weak paradigm accepting that natural capital is substitutable for symbolic capital, and the strong one insisting that natural values are non-substitutable (Neumayer, 2013). A similar dichotomy is found between environmentalists who argue that development (or at least growth) cannot be reconciled with sustainability (eg. Jackson 2016), and those, including Nordhaus and Schellenberger (2011) and Goodall (2012), that argue that growth, when powered by adequate technological development and innovation, is fully sustainable. Some (including Sachs 2015) suggest that sustainability ought to be analytically included in the notion of development: there can be no sustainability without development, and no development without sustainability.

Theoretical disputes notwithstanding, sustainable development has become a major priority in international governance over the past decades. This began with the 1972 Conference on Human Environment, which subsequently led to the creation of the UNEP (UN Environmental Program). At the beginning, these programs were primarily focused on environmental sustainability, primarily pollution control, and they paid little attention to questions of development. In 1980, however, the UNEP articulated the WCS (World
Conservation Strategy), which focused on sustainable development, a notion that was further developed in the 1987 publication of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) report Our Common Future, commonly referred to as the Brundtland report. The above-cited definition of sustainability—“meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”—was first formulated in this report. Implicit in this declaration was the idea that the current economy was unsustainable, trading off long term dwelling on the planet for short-term gains. In the 1980’s and still today the socio-technical system is overly reliant on non-renewable resources, often irresponsible with respect to the treatment and accumulation of often biohazardous wastes, organized so as to produce overconsumption and to increase, rather than decrease income and PPP disparities, without even mentioning the dangers of climate change. Further recognition of the importance of sustainability for development was accorded when the UN chose to include the “preservation of the environment” in its 2000 Millenium Development Goals. In 2015, the integration of the two concepts became yet more complete, with the MDGs becoming the SDGs or Sustainable Development Goals, a shift in language that affirms that all real development must be sustainable. In spirit, these objectives have been generally well received, though some, including Jan Vandemoortele (2018) have found the SDGs to be an example of “muddled” environmental and political thinking, tainted by political priorities, and far too weak on environmental themes (the numbers are meant to reflect the order of priority, and almost all of the specifically environmental goals are to be found at the end of the list). Though Vandemoortele is doubtless right to emphasize the way in which the current discourse around the SDG’s greenwashes over unresolved tensions between society and environment, there is no doubt that sustainable development has begun to receive political recognition.

Likewise, sustainable development has also become a major educational concern. Multiple national and international engineering education organizations, for example the French CTI, explicitly mention the need for schools to include a sustainability and an ethical responsibility component within their curricula (they must elaborate a so-called “Plan vert”.) While including sustainable development in education is something that is of concern to all disciplines and grade-levels (many critics insist that culture is as important as scientific development for solving environmental problems (Evernden 1985)) it is clear that the need to integrate sustainability into education is of particular relevance to engineering. This is for the very simple reason that development as it is currently understood is inseparable from technological advancement, and that many of the current problems—such as an over-reliance on non-renewable and or highly polluting resources—are products of the current technological infrastructure.

**Sustainability and Diversity**

Diversity is a term that is both difficult to define and is defined in diverse ways depending on national tradition. The following section attempts an overview of the current literature on diversity with the aim of both clarifying conclusions and highlighting ways in which learning how to use diversity can contribute to improving sustainability-oriented engineering education. Increasing diversity has been an increasingly important objective of political, academic, and industrial organizations over the last decades. It has been seen as a particular problem in the context of engineering education, which is in many countries one of the least diverse academic disciplines. It has also, of late, assumed an increasingly prominent place in discourses around sustainability. This section will deal with definitions of diversity, its relationship to sustainable development, and the challenges confronting organizations attempting to optimize their diversity, and current recommendations and best practices relative to using institutional diversity to train engineers for sustainable development. In closing, we will also glance over
the literature regarding training these same engineers in the use and management of diverse teams, since this itself is a key skill for tomorrow’s engineers.

What is diversity?

Certain groups tend to ontologize diversity, aligning it with what might appear to be fixed differences, while other traditions define diversity more pragmatically, focusing upon functional tensions and perceived differences. The first approach to diversity is dominant in the UK and Europe, where diversity is generally aligned with gender inclusiveness, as is the case in the Davies (2011) and Higgs (2003) reports in the UK and in the 2017 EU communication “A Better Workplace for All.” A pragmatic and functional approach is more characteristic of US discourses on diversity. A 2011 US executive order on diversity and inclusion in the hiring of government employees, for example, mentions “population diversity” “equal opportunity for all” and “diverse perspectives,” situating diversity not in fixed gender differences but with respect to what might be broadly described as perceptival differences, or to use Page’s (2007) term: “cognitive diversity.” As Niishi (2013) notes, the origins of diversity can be both observable (eg. gender, race, age) or non-observable (culture, cognition, education). Broadly speaking, diversity-generating differences include (but are not exclusive to): national origin, language, culture, ethnicity, belonging to organizational and professional groups, academic disciplines, gender, age, sexual identity, socioeconomic status, kinds of intelligence and religious beliefs. Viewing diversity functionally draws attention not to individual differences (say the ratio of males to females) but to ways in which difference (in general) manifests itself within the functioning of collectives.

In functional terms, any list of categories of difference is not meant to highlight differences in origin, but rather aspects of difference within a collective. It is for this reason that Knippenberg and Mell (2016) have drawn attention to what they call “emergent diversity,” namely differences that emerge within the functioning of a system, even amidst individuals of similar backgrounds. Striving for additional conceptual clarity, Harvey et al (2015) and Edmonsen and Harvey (2018) speak of diversity in terms of the more generic idea of “boundaries,” with a boundary being understood as the functional effect of a difference within a system. Others, including Charlan and Wachtler (1983) frame these boundaries in terms of power differentials, using the terms majority and minority, or in Barak’s (2015) terms, those in the “mainstream” of a society and “outsiders.” Still other researchers, including Russell and Smorodinskaya (2018), approach diversity from a yet higher degree of abstraction by aligning it with the degree of systems-theoretical complexity of a group (a diverse group is highly complex).

One argument for this functional approach to diversity is that studies have shown that the effects of differences within a group are very much a function of perception (Livermore 2016; Groysberg and Connolly, 2013). It is the way that individuals attend to the differences within a collective that render them sources of diversity, since it is only in such cases that differences can be said to impact the functioning of a social system. Nevertheless, some researchers have argued that some kinds of difference are more significant than others. Carlile (2002), for example, distinguishes between “thick” (gender, language and cultural diversity) and “thin” (experience and hierarchical) diversity. Harrison and Klein (2007) have suggested a threefold categorization of differences including: diversity of separation (opinions, beliefs, values, attitudes), variety (expertise, background, personal connections, industry experience), and hierarchical disparities (income, prestige, status, authority, power).
Diversity and Sustainable Development (the promise of diversity)

Up until quite recently (and still today in many discourses on diversity), it might have seemed that increasing the diversity of students in engineering education was primarily a moral or ethical duty, a question of remediation linked to social justice and equality emerging in response to the challenge of integrating immigrants into traditional and homogeneous societies. Encouraging diversity is considered impactful with respect to sustainable development in the immediate sense that it promises to ameliorate the economic prospects of less-favored groups. Within this framework, and particularly with respect to the vast majority of what has been written on engineering education and diversity, the mere fact of increasing the diversity of schools is seen as the problem (Delaine et al, 2016; Grimson and Roughneen 2009). Put otherwise, according to this discourse, diversity is a problem to be solved, but not a key part in the solution to the problem of innovating to accomplish sustainable development.

Recent research, however, has prompted a revision of this picture. Both theoretical and empirical research has shown that diversity increases creativity and problem-solving capacities. This means that institutions that encourage diversity should be best able to solve the challenging problems that sustainable development poses (Page 2007; Hülsheger, Anderson, & Salgado, 2009; Jackson, May, & Whitney, 1995). In theory, at least, the power of diversity stems from its multiplication of perspectives and the corresponding broadening of the likelihood of problem solvers arriving at an adequate problem heuristic (Page 2007, Sawyer 2007). Diverse groups have also been shown to consider more information and to process information more thoroughly and accurately than homogenous groups (Apfelbaum, Phillips and Richeson, 2014). In an educational context, diversity has also been shown to have beneficial effects upon student learning, not least because it assures that a wider range of perspectives will be represented within classroom discussions (Milem et al, 2005). It has also been shown that diverse schools promote open-mindedness, a cognitive attitude that has been shown to positively correlate with innovativeness (Mitchell, 2012). Attracting diverse learners to engineering education would also increase the talent base by including individuals and cognitive profiles whose capacities would be otherwise overlooked (Aparakakankanage and Tull, 2014). In addition to augmenting problem-solving capacities and increased social dynamism, research has shown that diverse groups are more likely to express sustainability-related values and are thus more likely to opt for sustainable over unsustainable but short-term economically profitable solutions (Nadeem et al, 2017; Liao et al, 2015). Diverse groups are also more likely to perceive and understand the problems experienced by minority groups (Nilsson and Jahnke, 2018)). In practice, diversity and grassroots innovation have also been positively correlated with economic growth (Phelps, 2013). Additional benefits of diversity have included higher reported satisfaction on the part of group members and higher estimations of organizational attractiveness (Eckhard and Zeigert, 2005).

In sum, the literature suggests that achieving diversity in engineering education is not an objective that stands at cross purposes with promoting sustainable development, but rather ought to be understood as a potent tool for achieving sustainable development.

The Challenges of Diversity

If increasing diversity promises a great deal of progress, the research has also demonstrated that introducing diversity within institutions is in most contexts anything but a straightforward and unproblematic procedure. Diverse teams are often conflict-prone, and, in many situations, they under-perform relative to both homogeneous teams and theoretical expectations (Olson, Walker and Ruekert, 1995; S. E. Jackson & Joshi, 2004; Kochan et al, 2003; Riordan & Shore, 1997). As Brewer and Brown (1998) have pointed out, diverse groups sometimes fail to cohere
as groups, breaking down into subgroups separated by “we-they” distinctions. Barak (2015) has indicated that within poorly functioning diverse groups members belonging to minorities report feelings of exclusion despite their formal status as included. Olsen et al (2016) have pointed out that the beneficiaries of university diversity initiatives often suffer once they are included, reporting that they feel stigmatized against or undeserving because they been included only to meet administrative quotas. Observers have also noted a persistent achievement gap between members of included minority groups and those within the majority (Bauman et al 2005). As Massey et al (2003) have pointed out, minority students not only earn worse grades, but they make slower progress towards obtaining their degrees and are also afflicted with higher drop-out rates. Teachers in diverse institutions sometimes find it difficult to deal with diverse classrooms, frequently expressing the view that they are ill-equipped to handle the challenge of diversity (Woodcock and Woolfson, 2018). In sum, taking institutional advantage of diversity is not so simple as merely enrolling individuals from diverse backgrounds into currently existing engineering curricula.

**Optimizing Diversity**

Different cultures understand diversity differently, and it has been shown that different cultures have developed different strategies for successfully integrating institution-wide diversity imperatives (D’Iribarne, 2002; Olsen, 2016). This makes the task of formulating general recommendations for optimizing diversity a difficult one. Nevertheless, the literature does offer some indications. Almost everywhere in the US literature one finds a mantra: *no diversity without inclusion*. What is inclusion and how can it be fostered?

One of the leading voices on inclusion, Mor Barak (2014), suggests that inclusion cannot be merely a state of formal inclusion (having an official role in an organization), but must also involve informal inclusion, (taking part in discussions around the “water cooler,” lunch meetings, or other sorts of informal collective gatherings,) Diverse but inclusive institutions will have achieved a collective openness which frees members to abandon their fear of expressing themselves and to fully contribute to the collective (Hoffmann et al 2008). As Klein and Harrison (2007) put it: “It is not sufficient for a group member to improve on another's solution; he or she must also win others’ approval of the improved solution as the next best course of group action.” An inclusive institution must put into place the cultural conditions in which all group members feel that they have the right to give voice to their perspectives and opinions. As Mor Barak indicates (2015), inclusion is not *homogenization or the negation of differences*, but rather achieving what Page (2007) calls “superadditivity”: *the mutually enriching cumulation of differences*. Inclusive groups do not sublimate diversity for unity and groupthink (Janis, 1991), since attaining this kind of homogenization negates the multi-perspectival benefits of diversity. To the contrary, within an inclusive organization differences are recognized as sources of value. These organizations successfully foster a sense of both uniqueness and belonging among their members (Shore et al., 2011). Schofield (2001) has described this state as “integrated pluralism,” a state in which multiple visions co-exist without exclusion or hierarchy.

Almost all of the literature suggests that diverse and inclusive institutions accomplish this state both through open discussion of issues of diversity and through structural transformations aimed at optimizing diversity and creating new forms of inclusiveness. The following list indicates some of the institutional strategies present in the literature:

- Leaders must performatively embody the ideas of diversity, explicitly addressing questions like inclusiveness and bias, and showing respect, sensitivity and tolerance (Henze et al, 2001).
- Increasing the cultural intelligence quotient of the group members (CQ) (Livermore, 2016) by helping them to understand and recognize the benefits of difference and diversity. Help them to acquire skills necessary for communicating with others.
- Putting in place mechanisms that encourage inter-group communication, particularly among those on the margins (Cox & Blake, 1991)
- Building connections through cooperative efforts towards mutually valued goals (Slavin, 1995)
- Collaborative efforts ought to be “ends focused” as opposed to “means focused” (Packer et al, 2018)
- Increasing transparency within the organization and address explicit and implicit biases (Galinski et al, 2015), reframe biased discourses where necessary (Ruggs, 2012)
- Practice “perspective taking” in which group members theoretically explore the situation of the others (Wang et al, 2018; Livermore, 2016).
- Reducing negative or dismissive reactions to novel or different ideas, generally shown to be more frequent in the case of ideas expressed by outgroup or minority team members (Horsey and Imami, 2004).
- Seek out pedagogical approaches that are accessible to students that learn differently or who come from cultures that have different relationships to knowledge (Davis, 2014).

Diversity, Inclusion, and Engineering Education for Sustainable Development

Overall what the literature shows is that increasing the diversity of engineering education has a great deal of promise for helping meet the challenges of sustainable development. Not only is attaining diversity in general a step towards realizing the SDGs, but successfully understanding how to make diversity work will provide the human capital needed to make sustainable development happen. Yet just as confronting the challenge of sustainable development will require a radical rethinking of the engineering profession in general and of engineering education in particular, so too will integrating diversity into the engineering profession and engineering education require a serious effort at reform. Happily, both of these reforms can be complimentary, though they need not be, and care must be taken on the part of administrators and other reforming agents to assure that the complementarity between these two imperatives is maximized.

Chapter 2 - The Role of Engineers in attaining the Sustainable Development Goals

There is no question that engineers will have a major role to play if society is to achieve any or all of the sustainable development goals. This is emphasized by statements issued by the leaders of many national and international engineering organizations. Keith Howells, the Chairman of engineering firm Mott Macdonald, notes in a publication of the Royal Academy of Engineers (2017) that “Engineers will play a crucial role in delivering the SDGs.” A similar sentiment is echoed in statements issued by the WFEO (2015), the ASEE (2016), and the ICE (2018) (and is nearly everywhere voiced in the specialized literature.)

Broadly speaking, the literature on the changing role of engineers relative to accomplishing the SDGs can be divided into works that deal with specific technical aspects of the challenges confronting engineers working towards sustainable development and those dealing with the expansion and transformations in the role, knowledge, and skills of the engineer generated by
the challenge of sustainable development. This literature review will largely pass over the contributions of the first type, judging that literature to be both too extensive and too specific for a project dedicated to the more general transformation of engineering education, in order to focus more closely on transversal themes and in particular on ways in which engineering for sustainability intersects with questions of diversity.

To begin with, however, we will note in passing a few of the general tendencies expressed in the specifically technical literature dealing with the most promising fields where new technologies seem poised to aid in the accomplishment of a more sustainable future.

**General Tendencies in the Technical Literature**

One feature that is noteworthy across almost all domains is the weight of expectation placed on computing, smart technologies and connected objects. This is particularly extreme in the case of sustainable cities, with the term smart city frequently being used as a synonym for sustainable city in much of the literature (see Comer, 2016; Batty et al, 2012; Bibri and Krogstie, 2016; El Nuami et al, 2015). This urbanist fascination with smart technology is far from an isolated case, however, with the turn towards smart systems thinking being also present in domains such as sustainable agricultural development (Campell et al, 2018) and Industry 4.0. In almost all domains, information technology is presented as a way forward, even with respect to domains such as the conservation of cultural heritage (a specific target of the MDGs, if not specifically mentioned in the SDGs) (Xiao et al, 2018). Another noteworthy trend in the literature is the call for an expansion of the traditional domain of engineering applications. Clifford and Zahman (2016) for example, argue that engineering expertise needs to increasingly be applied to the medical field (which has up until recently been dominated by medical school graduates.) Others, including (Mora et al, 2018; Jessell et al, 2018) have argued that engineers need to work harder to provide technological solutions to expanding quality education worldwide. A further recurrent tendency in the literature is the insistence upon the importance of innovation (or as Gauvreau (2018) puts it, “idea generation”).

**Changing Roles of the Engineer**

If the application of technology to concrete developmental problems falls within the traditional mandate of the role of the engineer, there is ample literature testifying to the need to expand and alter the conception of the engineer in order to meet the challenge of the SDGs. Already in 1998, Clift was signaling that in order to power sustainable development engineers needed to step out of their traditional role—which was confined to the focusing primarily on the economic pillar—to develop awareness and skills relative to the two other pillars of sustainable development.

Most observers seem to agree that the new role for engineers as addressing social and environmental concerns requires not only obtaining new kinds of knowledge, but also new sensitivities to the complex ramifications of engineering projects. Halbe (2015) has even suggested that sustainable development requires a shift in the entire epistemological foundations of engineering knowledge and know-how. Distinctive of this shift, for Halbe, is the fact that within the new paradigm engineers need to move from seeking basically technical solutions to integrated, adaptive, and participatory ones. This means that the engineer is not so much the knower and problem-solver as the orchestrator of collective performances of problem solving among diverse actors. Many, including Halbe (2015), Lambrechts et al (2019), Zhang (2016), Cukwul et al (2014) and Cruickshank and Fenner (2007) emphasize the key role of systems thinking in the practice of sustainable engineering. Others, including (Cohen, 2018) emphasize the importance of circular thinking. Many, including Halbe (2015) and Fekete and
Bogardi (2015) suggest that engineers need to pay additional attention to assessing risk (particularly environmental and social impacts). Lambrects et al (2019), describe this as “foresight competence”, echoing the importance accorded to future literacy and anticipation competence among educated people in general by a recent major UN study (Miller, 2018). As Lambrects et al (2019) suggest, this requires a solid foundation in strategic foresight thinking, strategy game analysis, Imagineering, and situation modeling (Rogers, 2018; Ratliff, 2018). It also requires a significant amount of historical knowledge, including knowledge of the interactions between natural and social systems (see Costanza et al, 2007). Ramifard and Trollman (2018) have also claimed that the new engineer needs a deeper grounding in the “real life” impacts of engineering projects. Of particular importance are seen to be knowledge of the interactions between technical systems, natural ecosystems and social systems, with a frequent emphasis on the importance techno-eco-social awareness. Not to be ignored is a cultivation of the understanding of the broader impact of technology upon human beings, including with respect to themes like gender equality (SDG 5) (see Wacjman, 2010; Falkner, 2001) and an understanding of the social implications of technological developments upon the future of work (SDG 8) (Ross, 2016; McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2011). Historical knowledge regarding the role of technologies in building what Paul Smith Lomas (RAE, 2017) has called “technology injustice” is evidently also important, particularly for engineers interested addressing SDG 1. All of this suggests that we should think of future engineers as having socially situated bodies and feelings as opposed to imagining them to be abstract and disembodied problem solvers. It also implies that in the future the role of the engineer is not only restricted to being a creator of technologies, but also to being a critic of both specific technologies and of the inherited ideological vision of technology within modern society. Tomorrow’s engineer will not only have to take on the role of solving immediate problems; but will additionally assume a leading role in foreseeing the problems generated by their own solutions and attending to the complex social and environmental implications of an innovation over the entire lifespan of the technology. Put otherwise, engineering for sustainability requires a broadening of the scope and temporal horizon of engineering practice.

Another feature that is common in the literature is a call for engineers to assume a role not merely linked to the development and implementation of technology but also tied to communication and mediation, sometimes in the context of dealing with or harnessing the power of diversity. This should be obvious given that engineering is becoming an increasingly globalized profession (Katehi, 2005), and that many of the sustainable development goals are by definition global. In this context, Lambrects et al have argued that engineers need to learn how to “use diversity” making the most out of diverse teams in order to optimize their problem-solving potential (Lambrects et al, 2019). This is echoed (among others) by Annan-Diab and Molinari (2017) and Halbe (2015). As Mallet (2018) has argued, using diversity implies making use of cultural, social, and natural knowledge as sources of innovation thinking. It also involves mastering what Ramifard and Trollman (2018) describe as “user-centric” innovation solutions for an increasingly diverse world. Using diversity demands a participatory approach to problem solving, and it also means that future engineers can imagine different roles for the engineer and engineering expertise within diverse teams. One way of illustrating these potential new roles is to be found in Goldberg and Summerville’s (2014) discussion of the integration of diversity into the curriculum at Olin College of Engineering. They speak about extending engineering education to involve six different types of minds, and it is doubtless the case that the future role(s) of engineers within sustainable organizations will reflect these different kinds of minds; that is to say that in the sustainable engineering of the future there will be roles for not only of traditional analytically-minded engineers but also from design, linguistic, people, body, and mindful-minded engineers.
Understanding the role of engineer as communicator and mediator can include the idea that engineers ought to assume roles in politics or even in public education. The WFEO (2016), for example, has insisted that engineers must take a role at the table in international and local policy discussions related to development. Some authors emphasize that communication must not only be understood to occur through words but also through actions. Mair (2018), for example, has called on engineers to not only solve problems but to “inspire” change by example, insisting that they need to be leaders and change-makers. Chukwul et al (2014) suggest that engineers need to be “enlighteners,” stepping out of their traditional role of solving problems through technology and instead accepting a role in which they articulate and disseminate good practices linked to wise usage. Another related role for the engineer of the future (analyzed by Lazzarini et al 2018 in a study focused on engineering academics) is that of “connector,” which is to say the engineer of the future will be a figure who mediates between diverse groups with different knowledge and experience bases, bringing out the best in each to put diversity to work.

In sum, the future role(s) of the engineer will involve a broadening of the scope of engineering practice and concern, and a loosening of the very narrow connection between engineering and technological problem-solving to include a far broader and more social conception of the vocation of the engineer.

On the Attractiveness of Engineering Education

Attracting and engaging future engineers has become a central topic and a priority not only in engineering education and in business and industrial organizations but also for the whole of society and indeed for anyone concerned about achieving the SDGs. Future engineers must take a central role in the society if we are to resolve the next decade’s sustainable development challenges in a direct or indirect (eg.: more efficient sustainable resources uses, contribution to the digital education,....) ways (Tjoa and Tjoa, 2016). Today’s globalized and digitalized world needs more than ever well-trained and talented engineers to ensure technological, economic, social and societal progress (Duderstadt, 2010). Due to the growing demand for engineers in industry 4.0, and a lack of interest in engineering among young people, many regions are currently experiencing a chronic shortage of engineers, and this is likely to remain a persistent and even worsening problem over the next several decades. To satisfy the labour market demand, universities are being encouraged to increase their production of engineering graduates (Arlett et al, 2010). Yet it is becoming more and more difficult to convince talented students to enroll engineering schools, and there is in turn a paucity of highly-skilled and work-ready engineers available to work at business and industrial organisations.

Not only are more engineers required to meet the SDGs, but the promise of diversity means that attracting individuals from groups that are currently underrepresented forms both a challenge and an opportunity for those involved in engineering education. As we have seen, harnessing diversity can be a key to developing the kinds of innovative solutions required for achieving sustainable development. Attracting diverse students to the engineering profession must thus be a key objective for the future. This point becomes even more critical if we keep in mind the collateral benefits associated with the diversification of the engineering workforce, namely the remediation of the above-mentioned scarcity of talented engineers by widening the pool of potential candidates, as well as the general amelioration of the lives of individuals within socially marginal groups via access to secure and well-paid employment.

The following pages will examine the general research on the problem of attracting students into engineering education, with a particular focus on the challenges and prospects for motivating students from non-traditional backgrounds to enter into this profession.
As outlined by Schrey-Niemenmaa and Jones (2011), the attractiveness of engineering education is a multi-faceted problem whose solution will come not only from academia but also from the involvement of other stakeholders. More particularly, the involvement of industry could reinforce students’ attraction and graduation rates as well as improve their work-readiness and employability perspectives (Male and King, 2014; Arlett et al, 2010).

One currently-employed short-term solution, is the ongoing practice of recruiting engineers from the international labour market mainly from emerging countries. This resolves short-term recruitment problems and also increases companies’ diversity, creativity, and competitiveness. However, it does not resolve the existing scarcity problem, and it likewise risks aggravating the existing shortage in the engineering workforce, since it has been shown that filling engineering jobs with foreign workers dissuades European students from joining the engineering profession, since they no longer imagine themselves as corresponding to the imagined category of “the engineer.” (Katzis et al, 2018). It is obvious the most of industrialised European countries have to find a long-term sustainable solution to this problem without further delay by attracting and involving the national population in engineering education.

Why are young Europeans, and particularly young Europeans from diverse backgrounds, not choosing engineering? In their study, Johnson and Jones (2006) identified the following barriers to picking up engineering studies:

1. *The curriculum is difficult*—it requires hard work that needs prior preparation in the secondary education years.
2. *The curriculum is often densely packed and inflexible*—it is difficult to adapt the curriculum to individual interests and professional projects.
3. *Other paths to good jobs are easier*—jobs in business and law, for example, require less effort and are better remunerated.
4. *Engineers frequently treated as commodities by employers*—Engineers are often seen as cogs within a corporate machine, and as such they are susceptible to being laid off when financial results stagnate.
5. *Traditional entry-level jobs are being offshored to consulting companies at lower salaries.* The same is true of higher-level engineering jobs. Where companies once outsourced only manufacturing, growing levels of engineering expertise in countries such as China mean that companies can offshore both design and production.
6. *Media reports indicate instability in employment opportunities*—This spreads a negative image of the engineering profession.
7. *Lack of diversity*—The image of the engineer as a white male is persistent, and women and minority populations are still vastly underrepresented in current student populations.

As highlighted by Becker (2010), the media is not the only influence on young people’s decisions not to choose engineering. Some major factors influencing their decisions include:

- the status and image of engineering,
- current social ideas about engineering, including the ideas about engineering expressed by family, teachers and peer groups (Alika, 2012; Carnasciali et al 2013; Woolnough, 1994).
- the attractiveness of the available career opportunities
- the financial rewards in comparison with alternative careers

Focusing on the image and status of engineering profession, the results of the workshop of the SEFI working group on Attractiveness of Engineering Education (Kövesi and Schrey-Niemenmaa, 2017) show heterogeneous images of engineering all over in Europe. The image of the engineer can be very positive (e.g.: in Finland, Denmark, Sweden), in other countries engineers are treated with respect but no more (e.g.: in Deutschland, Austria, Italy) while in France the position of the engineer is highly prestigious (e.g.: in France, Belgium) in stark contrast to the rather low-class image of the engineer in some other nations (e.g.: in the UK, Ireland). This broad diversity in the social perception of engineers has had a significant influence on young people choices as is indicated by the results of a European report (EU, 2008) on the willingness of young people to study engineering. A persistent challenge for motivating engineers is a perceived asymmetry between the difficulty of engineering studies and the level of compensation enjoyed by those working in engineering fields. Compared to other professions, studies in medicine and engineering were perceived as requiring the most effort. However, the perception of a compensatory pay level for medicine (64%) appears clearly as the most well-compensated profession, and while engineering (23%) comes in behind law (28%) and management (24%).

Focusing on members of minority groups, which studies (often American) have shown to be particularly under-represented in Engineering and other forms of STEM education, we note some additional barriers. These include:

1. Lack of preparedness
   Students from groups underrepresented within engineering schools tend to suffer from having been poorly prepared by their elementary educations. They come from low progressions neighborhoods, with inferior schools and suffer from other kinds of disadvantages such as absent parents and the need to work in addition to attending school (Bannerjee, 2016).

2. Differences in ways of knowing
   According to Brown (2004), different cultures have different epistemic traditions. Students from minority groups report feeling uncomfortable talking about knowledge according to the standards of STEM, and they may find the kind of expression that is practiced in STEM is unlike the normative forms of expression practiced by those in their social groups (Brandt, 2008; Olitsky, 2006). This can keep people from identifying with STEM, a point that is exacerbated by a particular emphasis within engineering on innate capacities such as IQ and talent, indexes that have themselves been shown to be culturally biased (Carleone and Johnson, 2007; Dai and Cromley 2014). The question of differences of knowing also bears on the challenge of attracting non-traditional types of thinkers into engineering education. As Goldberg (2014) has noted, the traditional vision of the engineer has only overlapped with the analytical mind, but there is space in engineering for the design mind, the linguistic mind, the people mind, the body mind, and mindful mind as well.

3. Lack of a feeling of belonging
   Studies have shown that a feeling of belonging correlates highly with student’s choice to persist in a career in engineering (Lee et al, 2006). Several studies of women in STEM have described a feeling of “isolation” as playing a key factor in individual’s choices not to pursue a career in STEM (Hewett et al, 2008). Other studies have shown that women feel only ambivalently about whether they belong in the key engineering field of computer science (Cheryan et al, 2009). This lack of belonging has also been shown to correlate with a lack of self-confidence among members of minority groups, a lack that highly correlates with low performance (studies tracking increases in self-confidence have also demonstrated performance increases) (Seymour et al, 2004).
4. Racial and gender stereotypes

If the stereotypes regarding engineers vary from country to country, there are few countries in which the image of the engineer overlaps with that of members of under-represented groups. To paraphrase Malcolm (2016) “black gay men aren’t engineers.” The same has been shown to be the case with women, LGBT+ and members of nearly any minority group (Cech, 2011).

How should we promote engineering studies to attract more talented young people? Let us look at some work on why people chose the jobs that they do in the first place.

One obvious candidate is interest. According to the results of ROSE (The Relevance of Science Education), interest is one of the main decision-making factors in young people’s educational choices. Yet with respect to the data the correlation between possessing interest in themes related to engineering and choosing to become an engineer is unclear. According to one European Comission study (EC, 2008), 54% (EU27 average) of the young people questioned declared themselves as having no interest at all in studying engineering. This result is surprising given their generally high-level of expressed interest (more than 90%) in science, new inventions and technology. This widespread interest in science and technology has been confirmed by Sjøberg et al (2010). So why do students who are generally interested in science and technology would not choose to pursue engineering as a career? According to the above-mentioned ROSE study, people chose to work in a domain that allows them to:
- use their talents and abilities
- make their own decisions
- have lots of time for friends
- earn lots of money

One might conclude from this that students, though interested in engineering subjects generally, don’t feel that they have the required talents and abilities, don’t like the fact that many engineering programs offer little space for personalization and self-realization, and are repulsed by engineering study because it appears to offer insufficient time to cultivate friendships. Money, though a factor (and despite what we have noted above), ought probably to be discounted here. At least in the US, the jobs with the highest starting salaries are engineering jobs. In fact, a recent study by Miller et al (2015) showed that positive economic outcome expectations played major role in student choices to opting for engineering studies (the students believed that they would find work, have good working conditions, etc.). It is essential to note also that educational decisions also significantly influenced by family traditions and antecedent experiences. A recent study by Painter et al (2017) concluded that the three main decision factors in choosing an engineering major are:

- expression of an interest in the subject matter,
- influence of the family (encouragement or having an engineer in the family)
- prior experience with engineering related activities (eg., working with robots).

Note well that the expressed importance of family and experiential antecedents as well as the social (“friends”) dimension of career choice pose significant challenges for the diversification of the profession. Self-evidently, individuals coming from groups currently under-represented within the profession are unlikely to have family members that are already engineers, and it is likewise true that these same individuals are less likely to have friends involved in the profession than would be the case with individuals coming from currently well-represented populations. It is also true that individuals coming from a population in which the talents and abilities related to engineering have as yet been largely left fallow are unlikely to
imagine themselves as possessing those talents and abilities. This (and other attractiveness issues) in engineering education would clearly be addressed by creating a more flexible curriculum better adaptable to the diverse learning methods and capacities possessed by different kinds of students.

Of course, it is important to take into consideration that engineering is a very heterogeneous discipline with significant divergences between specialties. This means that differing disciplines attract different types of students and for different reasons (Filipkowski, 2009; Hrad and Zeman, 2010).

On an optimistic note, there is reason to believe that the importance (and perception of the importance) of engineering work in the promotion of a sustainable future can be a major factor in motivating students to study engineering. A 2012 study by Reis et al. polled the perception of engineering among American secondary school students and incoming freshman engineering students. According to their results, 30% of secondary students considered that engineers are important for their country’s development, while a more than 70% for freshman engineering students believed in the importance of their profession. These results indicate clearly that those choosing engineering as a profession often do so not because of their ideas about money or social status but because of the fact that they perceive the work of the engineer as meaningful. This accords well with recent work in motivational theory. Drawing upon broad spectrum of research in psychology and business, Pink (2009) has demonstrated that human beings tend to be more effectively motivated by a sense of the importance and value of their work than they are by what they will earn by doing it, what he describes (building on the work of Amabile and Hennesey (1998)) as “intrinsic motivation” as opposed to “extrinsic motivation.” Thus, increasing the connection between engineering education and achieving sustainability and cultural diversity ought to heighten the intrinsic interest and value that potential students see in engineering as a career. As a matter of fact, the idea of contributing to future sustainability has already been found to a motivating factor for attracting female students and other minority groups to the engineering profession (see Godwin et al.’s (2016) study on students from 50 US institutions.)

In the framework of ATTRACT Erasmus+ project (“Enhance the Attractiveness of Studies in Science and Technology”) within a EU Lifelong Learning Programme, the following good practices were identified as useful for motivating students to study engineering (Attract, 2012):

At the national level:

- Actions for promoting engineering education
- Actions enhancing the public image of engineering
- School guidance (especially in secondary schools)
- Science centers and museums
- Development of ICT in schools
- University offered courses and workshops (carried out in summer)
- Teaching programs (to make science interesting and appealing for young people)
- Students’ competitions
- Conferences, seminars and fairs to promote engineering occupation and career
- Websites and media coverage (for giving advice, information and support people interested in this topic)
- Carrier guidance offices (available at secondary schools)
At the institutional level:

- Visits to secondary schools (supported by student ambassadors)
- Secondary school open houses and visits
- Fairs (promotion of tertiary educational opportunities)
- Internships and summer programs
- Websites (for providing information about the programs)
- Girls’ week/day and summer courses (to attract more female students)
- Mentoring programs (to support women becoming engineers).

These actions for promoting engineering education are well established in most European countries, and they play an important role in spreading information and building a positive image of engineering.

Some additional efforts, particularly aimed at attracting members of currently under-represented groups have included:

1) Promoting a more inclusive image of STEM, including alternative approaches to STEM teaching (Rouychoudhury et al. 2005). This can include inspiring the young through mentoring by successful members of their own communities (Amelink 2004). Goodwin et al (2016) have concluded that in order to do this it is not only important to consider each underrepresented group individually, but that it was important to distinguish between different races and ethnicities within a specific gender which also revealed significant differences.

2) Affordability. Though the costs of a STEM education vary from country to country, students who need to work as well as study are at a particular disadvantage when it comes to matriculating into and succeeding in engineering programs (National Academy of Sciences, 2010). In France, for example, despite the fact that engineering education is generally inexpensive, there is still a significant investment required of students to even participate in the competitive entry exams.

3) Expanding the support system. Efforts need to be made early on to STEM improve the education available to students in historically low upward mobility and minority groups. This support should take into account different ways of learning and should aim to help students recognize the value of their diverse background knowledges and experiences, including an augmented emphasis upon the importance of creativity and diversity within the practice of STEM learning (Sithole et al, 2017).

It is important to note that engineering schools need not simply to attract students but attract highly motivated and assiduous students. We feel that this can be done by focusing on prospective learners’ intrinsic motivation to contribute to meaningful projects like meeting the SDG goals. It is widely recognized that engineers have a central role to play in sustainable development, though this role is clearly to be expanded and developed in the future. Making a place for diverse learners within engineering schools will help to both further societal progress towards meeting the SDGs and help to invent the future roles that engineers of diverse capacities will come to play in a sustainable society.
Chapter 3 - Future skills and competencies in relation to sustainable development

This section of the literature review aims to focus on state-of-the-art knowledge on what skills are required of engineers to solve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It is here that we transition from relatively abstract objectives and ambitions towards nuts and bolts considerations regarding the concrete content of tomorrow’s engineering curricula. In this survey we will try to bring out what skills are required to meet the sustainable development goals, always attempting to highlight the ways in which including the development of these skills within engineering education can likewise contribute to increasing the attractiveness and diversity of the profession.

As there is limited literature on engineering skills related to SDGs in particular, a more rounded landscape on skills and competencies related to Sustainable Development (SD) is presented here. Much of the work presented here is a response to calls for reform in engineering education which have aimed at insuring that current students are equipped with the relevant skills to meet future societal challenges (UNESCO, 2010; ASEE, 2013; Wulf, 2008; Miller, 2015). It goes without saying that there is still a great deal of debate and disagreement in the literature.

Definition of skills and competencies required for SD

Firstly, in order to explain what we mean by skills, let us refer to the European Qualifications Framework (EU, 2018; Cedefop, 2014) “Skills: ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and solve problems. Skills are described as cognitive, involving the use of logical, intuitive and creative thinking or practical involving manual dexterity and the use of methods, materials, tools and instruments” (Cedefop, 2014, p.227). Currently, skills are often further specified as transversal skills, soft skills, transferable skills, 21st century skills, professional skills and employability skills. An alternative, and often synonymous term is competencies. For the purposes of this study we will very broadly use the term “skills” and “competencies” to indicate abilities that can be taught over the course of an engineering programme. Our aim is to enumerate the skills necessary to meet the challenge of sustainability, and as best as possible to at the same time meet the challenges of diversity.

That said, it is important to recognize that in the context of sustainability education skills mean nothing without the proper attitudes and values, and that capacity to use one’s skills to accomplish a task often depends on the possession of knowledge and understanding. To know or care about the future of the planet is a precondition for choosing to apply our capacities to the end of pursuing sustainable development, even if this caring is not in itself a capacity or a skill. Segalas et al, (2009a) for example, suggests that skills and abilities need to be coupled with attitudes, knowledge, and understanding, with an attitude being defined as “a complex mental state involving beliefs, feelings, values and dispositions to act in certain ways.” (Segalas, 2009a, p.18). Put otherwise, even the best skills-based approach will only be effective within an institutional culture that fosters and promotes values compatible with sustainable development.
Theoretical Frameworks and Meta-Categorizations of the Sustainable Development Skills

It is worth noting that the skills requirements for engineering graduates have differed substantially across time. Indeed, several authors have suggested that the skills approach tends to yeild “laundry lists” without any transparent selection criteria Wiek et al, (2011). That said, it is clear enough that current lists of skills generally reflect the desires and motivations of specific stake holders, be they industry actors, accrediting organisations, Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs) or the students themselves. While we do not expect to be able to provide a definitive list of sustainable development skills, we do feel that the notion of working towards sustainability can help achieve a certain degree of focus, particularly if our effort is coupled with an adequate vision of the aims and nature of engineering education.

This approach, which we might say takes a more holistic or values-based approach to skills finds some resonances in the current literature. Jamison et al (2014), for example, have highlighted the fact there are multiple understandings of the nature and objectives of engineering education, which in turn yield different conceptions of engineering, engineering competence and the role of universities and learning itself. They highlight at least three: Academic, Market Driven and Integrative. According to the authors, only the last of these, which is characterized by hybrid learning, and which includes not only the scientific and the technical, but the environmental and social dimension of engineering in one comprehensive form of education, is compatible with sustainable development. Likewise, Mulder et al. (2013) have called for sustainability to be integrated across the curriculum, such that the institution itself reflects a whole-systems approach both to what it teaches as well as how that teaching happens. In other terms, sustainable development needs to be a meta-context as opposed to an individual aspect of engineering education, not one subject or one skill but part of every aspect of how engineering happens.

That said, some authors offer somewhat less ambitious in their proposals, focusing less on the vision and vocation of education as such and more on the categorization of the kinds of skills necessary for solving sustainability-related problems. Wiek et al, (2011), for example, offer a literature review of selected peer-reviewed publications from which they deduce five key competence domains for sustainable engineering. These include: systems thinking abilities, anticipatory competences, normative competences, strategic competences and interpersonal competences. In a similar project, Brundiers et al, (2010) grouped the key sustainability competences in three clusters. The first is a strategic knowledge cluster which includes anticipatory, normative and action-orientated competencies. The practical knowledge cluster includes skills necessary for linking knowledge and action, while the third, the collaborative cluster, focuses on working with people.

In conclusion, we can say that in the ideal case a skills-based approach to engineering educational reform would be coupled with a holistic transformation of engineering education as such, but that a less ambitious approach to developing SD skills ought, at the very least, provide students with skills that allow them to strategize, to enact, and to communicate. None of the existing literature specifically addresses the intersection of diversity, sustainability, and attractiveness with respect to the consideration of the skills necessary for forming future engineers. In the following we will go more deeply into the specific skills that fall under these broader skills-categories. In order to do this, we now turn to a review of currently existing national projects and local accrediting body requirements. We also present the practices of some current programs (summarized in Table 1), and a list of competences frequently mentioned in the literature (summarized in Table 2).
Barcelona Declaration

The 2004 International Conference in Engineering Education for Sustainable Development (EESD, 2004) issued the Barcelona Declaration, a call to action for higher education institutions to create a holistic education system, which would take into consideration how engineers interact with others in their professional lives. This declaration includes a list of sustainability competences that for engineers. The list includes the ability to interact with society in different cultural, social and political contexts, with a specific emphasis on the capacity to work in multidisciplinary teams, and an aptitude for listening to all stakeholders and integrating their views into proposed solutions using a holistic approach to problem solving problems that is respectful of universal values and ethics (EESD, 2004).

Engineer of 2020

In 2001, the American National Academy of Engineering (NAE) undertook an “Engineer of 2020” project. Its aim was to describe a vision of engineering and the work of an engineer in 2020 and to review engineering education with a view to determining what would need to be done to prepare engineers for the future. Thus this project does not specifically address that question of sustainability, or diversity, but does provide insights into some of the core skills that were expected of engineers at the turn of the century. This project included consultations with experts from both the academy and industry, and the final report listed ten attributes that engineers should have. The attributes include strong analytical skills, practical ingenuity, creativity, communication, business and management, leadership, high ethical standards, professionalism, dynamism, agility, resilience, and flexibility and to be lifelong learners (NAE, 2004, p.56)

Attributes of the Global Engineer

Another American project, “Attributes of the Global Engineer” Project (ASEE, 2015) sought to define the competencies and characteristics needed by engineers to effectively live, work and perform in a global context. This project was set up as a subgroup of the American Society of Engineering Education (ASEE) council. The list was divided into five categories; Technical, Interpersonal, Professional, Personal and Cross-Cultural Understanding political, social, economic perspectives, language fluency and the interdisciplinary perspective are aspects highlighted within the cross-cultural domain. While this project does not specifically address the question of sustainability, it does offer interesting insights into what skills might be most key for engineers hoping to best use diversity.

Accrediting bodies

At a national level, many accrediting bodies have included sustainable development competencies within their accreditation criteria. Many countries align with the International Engineering Alliance Graduate Attributes and Professional Competencies agreement which sets out the graduate attributes and professional competency profiles for three professional tracks: engineer, engineering technologist and engineering technician (IEA, 2013).

Engineers Ireland is the accrediting body for engineering programmes in Ireland and for the Bachelors Degree in Engineering has seven Programme Outcomes (PO), defined as what students should learn, understand or appreciate as a result of their studies. The first four POs could be considered of a technical nature or the core of engineering: knowledge of maths
and sciences, ability to solve problems, design components and conducting experiments. Three POs however acknowledge some of the more non-technical skills required of engineers; ethics, the environment, work in multidisciplinary teams, lifelong learning and communication with society (Engineers Ireland, 2015). Furthermore, in a recent policy statement regarding the impact of Industry 4.0, Engineers Ireland reaffirms the importance of social skills including team building and communication in addition to multidisciplinary work as core requirements within degree programmes.

The Engineering Council in the UK has specified six broad areas of learning outcomes for Bachelor of Engineering Programmes; Science and Mathematics, Engineering Analysis, Design, Economic, Legal, Social, Ethical and Environmental context, Engineering Practice and what is termed Additional General Skills. The economic, legal, social, ethical and environmental category specifically highlights “Understanding the requirement for engineering activities to promote sustainable development” (AHEP, 2016, p.13).

In Finland, the Finnish Education Evaluation Centre (FINEEC) are responsible for accrediting programmes and outline programme learning outcomes which describe the knowledge, skills and competencies that Bachelor of Engineering students should possess. These are split into five key areas: Knowledge and understanding, Engineering Practice, Investigations and information retrieval, Multidisciplinary Competences and Communication and Team working. Specific reference is made to multidisciplinary competencies and the awareness of societal implications of engineering practice. Furthermore, under the heading of teamwork, the importance of working in a national and international context is highlighted.

ABET, the accrediting organisation for the USA and some other countries, identifies 11 Programme Educational outcomes (PEO) for BA programs in engineering. Similar to Ireland, the PEO (a,b,c,e,k) relate to technical skills, but specific PEOs exist for working on multidisciplinary teams, ethics and professional responsibility; communication and understanding, the impact of engineering solutions from an environmental, economic and societal context. Within ABET, there is also mention of working in a global context and having a knowledge of contemporary issues, outside the realm of engineering (ABET, 2015).

Finally, the CTI which holds responsibility for accreditation programmes in France (but is also active in Belgium, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, China, Vietnam, Morocco, Switzerland and Spain) also includes economic, social, environmental and ethical awareness. Communication skills and international awareness are also included. Specifically, the accreditation criteria note that graduates should develop an international cultural mentality and not only should graduates have a good command of the English language, but that a third language is strongly recommended (CTI, 2017).

These accreditation requirements show commonality in the development of communication skills, not only with engineering but with society as a whole, the importance of ethics and professional responsibility, working in teams and care of the environment and reference to the importance of societal implications of engineering work. None of these, however, reflects the kind of thorough-going reform of the vision of the engineer that would be entailed by reconceptualizing the engineering skill-set in terms of the single and overarching objective of accomplishing the SDGs.

Current practices in Higher Education

Whilst the idea of Sustainable Development in Engineering Education has been around for a while, the extent to which it has been introduced into curricula is varied, if the general
picture suggests that there is everywhere room for progress. In lamentably many cases sustainable development is integrated into the curriculum in the form of specific subjects. Table 1 presents a picture of different teaching approaches used in various HEIs in relation to incorporating sustainable development into engineering programmes. This work builds on other literature reviews by Byrne et al. (2010) and Thurer et al. (2018) both of whom also summarise sustainable development initiatives in engineering programmes by country/region.

Table 1. Examples of teaching practice related to the integration of sustainable development in engineering programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thurer et al, (2018)</td>
<td>Summarises case reports of universities where implementations have occurred up to 2016.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azapagic et al, (2004)</td>
<td>Case studies with detailed instructions which can be used in engineering modules to enhance sustainable development education. Topics include; water and waste water management, air pollution, chemical processing power and energy sources and social and ethical dimension of mining operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernstein et al (2011)</td>
<td>Implementation of a sustainable design critique aspect into a product design course. Study was a success, but sustainability was considered a secondary aspect of the product design, rather than an integral part of the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldberg (2014)</td>
<td>Integration of collective social welfare projects into the curriculum. Working together with a group of peers and a faculty coach, and learning through doing, they set out to discover within themselves the skills and competencies necessary to bring about positive social and environmental change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt et al, (2015)</td>
<td>STEEP (Social, Technological, Economic, Environmental and Political) model, a methodology which considers a systems approach to problem solving using life cycle analysis and risk analysis which considers the complexity of engineering problems resulting in a more sustainable and holistic engineering solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzpatrick (2017)</td>
<td>Exploration of social and economic reasons behind specific technologies in particular modules, debates, case studies, research projects including aspects of the environmental and social domains, Lecturer carbon footprint project, encouraging students to reflect on the SD education they have received when deciding upon future careers, Introduction of ecological economics topic in final year module.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanchez - Carracedo et al, (2018)</td>
<td>EDINSOST (Education and Social Innovation for Sustainability) Project, involves 10 Spanish Universities, and looks to integrate sustainability into the curriculum by considering different learning and teaching strategies. The researchers created a sustainability competency map which can be used to define learning outcomes for sustainability within a degree programme. The map is split into holistic sustainability issues but also includes specifically environmental, social and economic competences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holzer et al, (2018)</td>
<td>First year interdisciplinary program called “Global Issues” which has 6 themes; Climate, Communication, Energy, Food, Health and Mobility. Taught by both a technical and a social human science teacher to offer students a view of global challenges in an interdisciplinary way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovesi et al, (2018)</td>
<td>Transdisciplinary Case Study approach, which sought to increase awareness and a better understanding of sustainable innovation and entrepreneurship in students. The project created open access teaching materials which specifically included case studies related to the SDGs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is undoubtedly a range of practices ongoing in engineering programmes around the world and the aim of each of these practices is to prepare engineering students with the skills and competencies to resolve sustainable development issues. Next we present a summary of the skills and competencies noted in the literature with regard to sustainable development. Table 2 summarises some key texts on sustainable development skills and competencies within recent literature. Refer also to Hasse (2014) for an overview of skills requirements in papers published up to 2010.

Table 2: Skills and competencies of engineers in literature specifically related to Sustainable Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Skills and competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EESD, (2004)</td>
<td>The list includes an ability to interact with society including different cultural, social and political contexts, the importance of working in multidisciplinary teams, and listening to all stakeholders and using a holistic approach to solving problems whilst considering universal values and ethics (EESD, 2004).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katehi, (2005)</td>
<td>Analytic skills, problem-solving skills, design skills, creativity and flexibility, appreciate the impact of social/cultural dynamics on a team environment, communicate effectively and how to think globally,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svanstrom et al, (2008),</td>
<td>Advocates that learning outcomes should not only refer to knowledge and skills, but also to awareness, attitudes and values. Skills development should include; ecosystems and the human condition, systemic thinking, interpersonal and intrapersonal skills development and a strong emphasis on change agent skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segalas et al, (2009)</td>
<td>Self-learning, cooperation and transdisciplinary SD problem solving, systems thinking, critical thinking and social participation were raised as key skills and abilities, whilst responsibility/commitment/SD challenge and respect/ethical sense/peace culture and concern/risk awareness were the outcomes of the attitudes/competence analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brundiers et al, (2010)</td>
<td>Key sustainability competences in three clusters. The first, the strategic knowledge cluster includes; anticipatory, normative and action-orientated competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiek et al, (2011)</td>
<td>Systems Thinking competence, Anticipatory competence, Normative competence, Strategic Competence and Interpersonal competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polastri and Alberts, 2014,</td>
<td>Socio-economic, environmental, and ethical skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streiner et al (2015)</td>
<td>Risk identification and mitigation, designing a system to meet desired needs, understand different cultures, work on international teams, communicate cross-culturally, work on global problem, have a global mindset, live and work in a transnational engineering environment, demonstrate world and local knowledge, understand international business, speak more than one language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following we attempt to go into slightly greater depth in terms of specifying the skills necessary for accomplishing a certain number of sustainability related objectives.

Globalisation and Working with Diversity

Many studies discuss the importance of globalisation, or working internationally (Warnick, 2011; Downey, 2006; Nasr, 2014; Polastri and Alberts, 2014; Katehi, 2005; Guerra et al, 2017). Several studies also point to the relevance of globalisation from industry viewpoints. Additional work emphasizes the general importance for engineers of knowing how to work with diversity, whether locally or internationally (Delaine et al, 2016)
Downey et al (2006, p.4) described global competence as the development of “knowledge, ability, and predisposition to work effectively with people who define problems differently than they do.” Highlighted here is the importance of working with people who think differently and the ability to be open to “different ways of thinking, and different social values”. (Katehi, 2005, p.152). Downey argues that this ability to work with difference has special significance for engineering education, and it is obviously of particular interest for questions of learning how to use diversity and how to work within a diverse workforce. As Page (2007) has illustrated, a diverse team can help not only with solving problems—a core engineering skill—but can also help to redefine the problem and come up with a highly innovative solution to this novel problem. Framing and reframing problems as a way of deepening an understanding of the problem is also suggested by Adams et al (2011). Working in diverse teams with varying problem-framing heuristics thus offers a major opportunity, but only to those that know how to use diversity. Livermore (2016) has suggested that there are four key competences necessary for successfully using diversity and so fostering an inclusive team. These are a) openness and curiosity towards other ways of seeing, b) knowledge about the similarities and differences between cultures, c) an effective strategy for dealing with challenges caused by cultural differences, d) an ability and willingness to adapt and change.

Communication skills are obviously very important here as well, including the mastery of multiple languages.

**Interdisciplinarity**

Interdisciplinary can be understood as a form of diversity. Engineering graduates need to think differently and deal with complicated disruptive technologies whilst understanding and accommodating the social elements of any future challenges. The Engineer of 2020, (NAE, 2004) calls for engineers to work within a multidisciplinary perspective, and to consider design from multiple perspectives. The concept of multi and interdisciplinary work is proposed by several authors as a key skill for any engineering graduate to develop in relation to sustainable development (Mulder et al, 2010; Richter and Paretti, 2009; Adams et al, 2011; Kovesi et al, 2018; Tejedor and Segalas, 2015; Svanstrom et al, 2008). One aspect of this is the idea that engineering graduates must focus not only on how to solve technical problems, but need to understand the socio-technical contexts of problems and solutions (NAE, 2008). Based upon a study of student work on interdisciplinary projects at the Michigan Technical University, Knowlton et al (2014) conclude that two major skills are a key factor to success: 1) the ability to communicate and to be understood by others outside of one’s home discipline; and 2) the capacity to integrate and accommodate ideas from other frameworks within one’s current manner of thinking.

**Adapting to Change**

Another recurring topic is the idea of constant change within the engineering profession (NAE, 2004; Katehi, 2005; Svanstrom et al, 2008). This leads to the idea that engineers will need to be committed to lifelong learning and so will need to develop a capacity to learn (Martinez-Mediano and Lord 2012). Educators should teach engineers to think critically rather than memorize formulae, in order that they can cope with rapid change. “We must teach methods and not solutions” (Katehi, 2005, p 154.) It is generally thought that a more useful skill than what they learn is the capacity to learn itself, sometimes described as learning to learn or active learning (Misseyanni et al 2016). This adaptability and openness to change will be required if we are to achieve sustainability, since it is clearly the case that much of the current technology is unsustainable and will need to be replaced with new and sustainable systems.
Creativity and Flexibility

Creativity has been defined by some as cognitive flexibility (Guilford 1967). In order for engineers to be able to solve complicated and wicked problems, they need to be creative, curious and imaginative (NAE, 2004; Katehi, 2005; Tejedor and Segalas, 2015). In order to achieve this, students need to acquire a demystified understanding of the creative process and to learn which habits and managerial practices best foster creativity (Sawyer, 2007). For instance, they must learn to improve their attention and mindfulness, so that they can come to see problems clearly (Langer, 1989). They must also learn how to cultivate a positive creative mindset within themselves and their teams (Sawyer, 2012). This overlaps with the skills involved in working in interdisciplinary teams have also been largely demonstrated to be a major stimulus to creativity (Livermore, 2016). Resnick (2018) has indicated that these skills, as well as an understanding of how to employ play and iteration in the creative process, can be integrated into engineering education via a play and making based curriculum.

Communication with diverse audiences

The idea that engineers must possess skills to deal with society as a whole is also reflected by The Engineer of 2020 project (NAE, 2004) which calls for graduates to have social and political acumen which will be needed to make changes in the world, a skill which Miller (2015) also holds in high regard. One key skill relevant for participating in political discussions is obviously communication, and specifically an understanding of how to translate the specialized terms of scientific and engineering knowledge into terms that make sense within the context of political discussions (Latour, 1999). Understanding the political and social stakes involved in engineering practices and also being able to predict and describe the social, ecological, and political consequences of projects is clearly also a relevant capacity in this regard.

Student awareness

Student awareness is not a skill, but as we have noted above it is vitally important for sustainability education. Awareness of sustainability as a problem is a prerequisite for desiring to acquire the skills for engineering sustainably. If students are not aware of the problems of sustainability, they are unlikely to be motivated to solve them, though it is also not true that being aware of a problem automatically implies that one cares enough to attempt to solve it. Of course, spreading awareness of the importance of these problems does generally increase the number of students interested in solving them.

DeCamara et al, (2017) have carried out a survey on 190 undergraduate engineering students in Spain. This study sought specifically to identify knowledge under the three pillars of sustainable development; environmental, social and economic. The study found that although there was a satisfactory knowledge about the environmental aspect of sustainable development, there were significant knowledge gaps in the economic and social domains.

Another study carried out on both engineering and non-engineering undergraduates understanding of sustainable development concluded that there were many similarities between both groups (Wilson and Kim, 2018). Interestingly, approximately 15% of students described sustainability in terms consistent with the Brundtland Commission definition (Brundtland, 1987). However, for those who did not, many of the students (53.7% of non-engineering students and 43.4% of engineering students) described sustainability as protection of the environment only, with only 3.1% of engineering students and 10.7% of non-engineering students specifically referring to a social or economic aspect of sustainability. Azapagic et al, (2005) concluded similarly that students’ knowledge of sustainable development was lacking,
in a worldwide survey of over 3000 students. He also found that there was little difference in the knowledge base of students from developed and developing countries included in the survey. In Istanbul, whilst there was an awareness amongst students about the environmental problems of the future, Eyuboglu et al, (2010) concluded that students had become aware of these issues through commercial media and not through formal education.

In Ireland, a study of final year engineering undergraduate students found similar results; that engineering students’ knowledge in regard to sustainable development was inadequate (Nicolaou and Conlon, 2012 and Nicolaou et al, 2017). The results were compared with the findings of Azapagic et al (2005) study and showed the same knowledge gaps; in particular, with regard to social issues and SD legislation, policy and standards. However, students scored highly in SD knowledge in areas such as recycling and climate change, which Nicolaou and Conlon (2012) also conclude could be due to the media coverage of these issues.

**Barriers**

We have seen that sustainable development already forms a part of engineering education, and that a certain degree of consensus exists regarding the key skills necessary for forming the engineers of the future. In this section we turn to the question of barriers. What factors are likely to challenge attempts to train today’s engineers to be the motors of tomorrow’s sustainable development?

Bernstein et al, (2011) argue that one of the main barriers to teaching sustainable development is the crowded curriculum. Others argue that there is a lack of academic vision regarding the mission of the engineer and what influence they can have with regard to sustainable development (Mulder, 2010). This includes a resistance to change in general and to the time-consuming process of curriculum reform in particular. According to Mulder, in some quarters sustainable development is regarded as “an ill-defined world view, not as a discipline rooted in scientific knowledge” (Mulder, 2010, P.630). Jamison et al, (2014) suggest that there exist vastly differing conceptions of engineering, engineering competences and the role of engineering education. By failing to recognize the impact of these deep-seated conceptions, educators fail to bring about significant and meaningful reforms.

Peet et al, (2004) have approached the question of barriers more analytically, breaking down the sources of resistance into three categories: organizational culture, academic culture and engineering culture. Focusing on academic culture, they note that many engineering educators do not themselves feel competent to teach within a sustainable development framework, particularly if they were engineers themselves (Kovesi et al, 2018; Trad et al, 2018; Peet et al, 2004, Nicolaou et al, 2017). Fitzpatrick (2018) has found that addressing the social and economic pillars of sustainability is particularly difficult for engineering educators, as they often feel as if the society and economy are outside of their disciplinary comfort zone. Likewise, it has been shown that many educators feel unprepared to teach diverse classrooms, let alone to integrate diversity thinking within their pedagogy (Dailey, 2015). This aspect is also noted by Trad et al, (2018) who in a study of 32 engineering academics concluded that the majority of academics interviewed, perceived sustainability as a technical subject, which was presumably taught by someone else in the curriculum who had specific expertise in sustainable development. Mulder (2013) puts forward a case for integrating sustainable development as a meta-context for engineering education. He proposes that in most engineering programmes, sustainable development is an aspect of engineering, rather than a central theme, comparable to the findings of Nicolaou et al, (2017). With this in mind, it is another subject which needs to be balanced with others and as such risks being downgraded in lieu of competing factors.
These findings highlight the importance of educating academia as to the range of articulations of sustainable development and how it can be integrated into the curriculum.

**Conclusion**

As we have seen, sustainable development is not only a major challenge for society, it is a major challenge for engineering education. Training the next generation of engineers to meet the demands of sustainable development is a major undertaking that will require a significant transformation of the current education system. In the preceding pages we have highlighted several areas that demand particular focus. As we have seen, increasing the diversity of our engineering schools poses both a major challenge and a significant opportunity. In order to make good on this opportunity, engineering schools need to become more attractive, not only appealing to those who have traditionally entered into engineering education but also drawing students from other social strata as well. One possibility for generating excitement and passion for engineering education is to help prospective students see the importance of engineering in the global project that is working towards sustainability. Yet in order to fully accomplish this, schools need to better understand how to successfully integrate sustainability training into the curriculum, not only in terms of spreading student awareness and motivation around collective problems and grand challenges, but also by clarifying the skills necessary for carrying out engineering projects sustainably and by developing pedagogical practices capable of successfully inculcating these skills in the coming generation of engineers.
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